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Next Steps
University Priorities for Space

- Priority – Renovation and renewal
- Raytheon – SIS replacement and ITS staff
- Rental Spaces – Move out
- Rider Building – Legal, Risk and Compliance
- USB 1 – University Marketing
- Willard – Student Orientation and ITS staff (after HVAC upgrade)
Space Planning Philosophy
IT’S ALL GOING TO BE “OPEN” SPACE.
I/Shared
Touchdown Spaces
Enclaves

I/Owned
Resident Workstations
Private Offices

We/Shared
Training Rooms
Café Spaces
Collaborative Spaces

We/Owned
Project Team Spaces
Shared Project Spaces

From: Steelcase Workspace Futures
Space Planning Philosophy

Space Committee Top Five
- Enhance the transfer and exchange of knowledge in the workplace
- Support formal and informal interactions and collaboration
- Build a shared understanding of the organization's culture, values, and vision
- Speed up the development of ideas
- Support the ways people work as individuals and in teams

Senior Leadership Team Top Five
- Build a shared understanding of the organization's culture, values, and vision
- Support formal and informal interactions and collaboration
- Enhance the transfer and exchange of knowledge in the workplace
- Speed up the development of ideas
- Support the ways people work as individuals and in teams
• ITS Space Committee and SLT evaluating ITS functions and location dependencies

Bob Lambert, AIS/AIT  Tom Klimek, ITComm
Janda Hankinson, CSS  Angie Taylor, ITSFIN
John Williams, CSA  Molly Kline, ITSHR
Mark Saussure, DC  George Otto, RCC
Dan Coughlin, DLT  Randy Hegarty, SOS
Dave Beyerle, ET  Dave Hollen, TLT
Renee Shuey, IdS  Chris Lucas, TLT
Pam Fuller, ITS Facilities  Ron Dodson, TNS
Paul Peworchik, ITS Facilities  Todd Litzinger, SIS Replacement
• Working closely with Deb Howard and Dave Breon from OPP Facilities Resource Management
• Awaiting final decision on Raytheon building purchase
• Working on the details of space allocation planning (both in new spaces and existing occupied spaces)
• Gather staff input through surveys and workshops to understand future workspace and organizational needs and opportunities
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